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Future skills for HR and leaders: 
solving the skills challenge

• What is driving changing skills needs

• How skills needs are changing 

• How we are addressing these challenges

• How will COVID impact on skills?

What I’ll cover

Sector demographics:
• Greater diversity is needed
• Leadership roles concentrated in London



Globalisation

Technology & Data

Mega trends are disrupting our industry 
and impacting on our people

Demographics

Covid



Reliance on higher skilled 
talent will increase

All roles will change in some 
way

These trends impact on skills

But new roles will be created

There will be growth in 
technical and digital roles

Learning will be a partnership 
between individuals, 

employers, providers and 
professional bodies

Some roles will be eliminated 
altogether

A continuous learning mindset 
will be essential

Employees will need a more 
varied and diverse skill set

Competition for talent will 
intensify

Job roles

Skills

Learning



• Emphasis on capabilities and behaviours
• Behaviours such as adaptability, resilience, empathy, curiosity are valued
• Skills needs for leaders are changing too

What does this mean for skills?

• Demand remains high
• Demand will continue to grow
• Distinction between tech ‘experts’ and tech capability amongst wider workforce
• Understanding of tech skills needs to be more granular

• Shift to skills based recruitment
• Move to hybrid working
• Virtual/ remote learning
• Continuous learning to be the norm

Technical and digital skills 

Capability and behaviours

How we recruit, work and learn is changing



How we’re addressing these challenges

1. Invest in our 
people and work 
with them to 
develop new 
knowledge, skills 
and behaviours

2. Understand current 
and future skills gaps 
and set out a future 
skills framework to 
align firm and sector 
efforts

3. Increase 
awareness, widen 
access and attract 
talent

4. Power diversity, 
inclusion and 
progression

Collection action driven through four workstreams

• Future skills report
• Skills gap analysis 

toolkit
• Return on 

investment for 
reskilling/ training

• Future skills framework 
(phase 1)

• Training product review
• Future skills framework 

(phase 2)

• Marketing 
guidelines and 
messages

• Best practice 
guides

• Alternative routes 

• D&I commitments
• Best practice 

toolkit
• Inclusion 

measurement 
guide



Future skills framework – phase one outline

Organisational Capability
“an Organisation's power to do something”. 

Skills

Pathway Knowledge Pathway Skill Pathway Behaviour

8 Future Skills
Technical Behavioral

Empathy

Adaptability

Teamwork

Relationship 
management

User 
experience

Machine 
Learning/AI

Cyber 
Security

Agile

5 proficiency levels

Each skill is divided in 5 proficiency levels which illustrates an increase in depth and allows 
individuals to evidence the progress they are making in relation to the skill.

1 2 3 4 5



How we’re addressing these challenges

Supported by research and insights

Upcoming:
• Skill needs across the UKs regions and 

nations – May 2021
• future skills for leaders and how they are 

being impacted by issues such as climate 
change, COVID, digitisation etc.

Covid pulse survey



Community Poll – impact of Covid on skills

1. How would you expect remote working practices to change in your organisation over the 
next 2-3 years, compared to what was the norm pre-pandemic?

2. How will the anticipated increase in remote working likely impact your access to skills in 
the next 2-3 years? You can select more than one option.

3. Do you expect requests for other types of flexible working to increase (e.g. reduced hours, 
compressed working pattern, job share)?



Emerging findings from COVID pulse survey
As we now have a roadmap out of the lockdown and restrictions, we have collated insights from a quick survey on 
the long-term impacts on future ways of working, in particular on skills supply and skills provision.

Key insight: The long-term future post Covid will see a hybrid working model and this 
is expected to have a positive impact on access to skills.

• All but a few firms said more roles will be available for remote working over 
the next 2-3 years than previously. For 62% of firms the option of remote working 
will vary by type of role.

• Some firms are also mandating office presence for one or two days a week to 
facilitate creativity, collaboration and common purpose. 2/3 expect at least half of 
their staff back by September 2021.

• Three quarters of firms are also seeing or experiencing demand for other types of 
flexibility (e.g. reduced or compressed working hours) increase

• There is a strong sense that new ways of working will improve retention of staff 
and widen the pool of available talent, with some positive impact on staff 
productivity also expected.

• However, several firms said investing resources to identifying the skills in demand 
and how to recruit and grow them will have a more decisive impact on 
availability of skills than working patterns

widen pool 
of talent 

(40%)

boost 
productivity 

(20%)

improve 
retention (40%)

The	increased	long-term	presence	of	remote	working	will	
...



Emerging findings from COVID pulse survey (continued)
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Expected	changes	in	workforce

we expect a relative decrease we expect no change

we expect a relative increase

Most firms do not expect changes to the way they are employing or 
remunerating their staff. Remote learning – like remote-working – is 
bringing opportunities as well as downsides.

• Apprentices are the only types of employment that are more likely 
to see an increase in their share of the overall workforce than a 
decrease.

• Temporary agency workers and employees on fixed-term 
contracts are more likely to see a decrease.

• For permanent employees and self-employed workers, 
expectations are balanced and most firms expect no change. 

• 60% of firms did not consider making changes to location-
dependent remuneration, despite the potential for roles to become 
more location agnostic.

• Remote working has benefitted training delivery: Remote learning 
has shown its potential for bringing people across sites together 
and for creating content that can be re-watched. 

• However, inductions, apprenticeship learning and leadership training 
are seen as most effective if delivered in person. More training 
around virtual leadership is needed. 
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